
It’s often said the only thing missing from G.K. Chesterton’s *Autobiography* was Gilbert himself. But equally missing was his wife, Frances. Though an accomplished writer of plays, poems, and articles in her own right, Frances has often seemed subsumed into the life of her more famous husband. While this may have something to do with male chauvinism, it was in great part due to the woman herself: Frances chose to flee the limelight afforded her husband—ordering him to write about her as little as possible, even in the autobiography—and was, according to biographer Nancy Brown, “tragically lacking the narcissistic impulse to chronicle her life methodically on behalf of future biographers” (xxxvi). Further, like many contemporaries, she burned or ordered burned many of her papers at the end of her life. Yet Brown, a contributing editor to *Gilbert* and the editor of *How Far is it to Bethlehem: The Poetry and Plays of Frances Chesterton*, has managed to fill out the life of Frances heretofore hidden in her husband’s poetry, obscure literary biographies of contemporaries, and letters, many of them to and from Father John O’Connor, the model for her husband’s Father Brown.

Brown warns, with reason, that readers should already be familiar with the life of G.K. Chesterton, but it’s a safe bet that most readers will be interested in Frances because of her husband anyway. Not only does the biography presume a knowledge of Gilbert, but it also adds to it in a number of ways. First, following up on William Oddie’s study of the young Chesterton, Brown shows that Frances herself was the one who introduced Gilbert into the rather advanced Anglo-Catholic group who favored a kind of Christian Socialism. Brown sometimes stops, however, when one wants to know more. For example she cites a letter attributing the Chesterton marriage’s simplicity to Frances’s involvement in a “new thought” group that cut everything from the Anglican service but “the legal parts” (52). What group was this, and how did it fit with her Anglo-Catholicism?

Second, in digging up the forgotten speeches and essays that Frances wrote both before and after her marriage, Brown shows Frances’s ideas coincided with Gilbert’s, often preceding his own writing about them. Frances wrote first about the divine love of children for repetition and the persistent cry of “Again” that found such marvelous expression in Gilbert’s “Ethics of Elfland.” Brown doesn’t overstate things, however, noting we’ll likely never know which spouse originated which ideas. Yet the numerous examples of similar writing show “a fruitful exchange between two minds, a shared
growth in that childlike sense of wonder” (38). Brown quotes enough poetry to show Frances’s lyrical expression of that wonder.

Brown also adds to understanding Chesterton household operations, showing much of the new organization that allowed the Chestertons to continue with their own literary work was actually brought to them by Kathleen Chesshire, who preceeded their last secretary and literary executor, Dorothy Collins. Brown also corrects some biographers’ depiction of the relationship between Collins and Frances as familial; while Frances certainly thought of and wrote to Dorothy as a daughter, Dorothy’s own correspondence shows that she thought of her own relationship as personal but still professional. Finally, Brown shows Frances felt free to edit her husband’s work even more than Collins did. Frances was, as Fr. O’Connor noted in a letter to Frances after Gilbert’s death, far more responsible for her husband’s success than people realized.

Any treatment of Frances must address the claims of Cecil Chesterton’s widow, Ada “Keith” Chesterton, in her 1940 book The Chestertons, that Frances kept Gilbert from her bed. Brown shows that Frances had three operations for infertility. Why would anyone proceed to surgery even once without trying out their fertility?

Frances had expressed often her desire for a family of (seven!) children, and the couple’s struggle with infertility was only one of many crosses born by Frances. Her life was shaped by other difficulties including the early death of her father during her teens, a family history of depression (Brown attributes much of Frances’s reluctance to enter the Roman Catholic Church to her sense that her brother Knollys’s conversion did not prevent him from committing suicide), and severe pain resulting from one leg being shorter than another—a defect not detected until midlife. Brown argues that if Gilbert was a saint, so was Frances. Frances’s “pact” with Gilbert to accept their childlessness and welcome children, providing care and financial support for countless relatives and friends, is a thread running through the book. And one shouldn’t forget that Frances had to put up with her husband’s practical helplessness and “monumental oddness” (58). Frances was, Brown argues persuasively “the saint beside the saint” (226). Her case is a strong one.

David Paul Deavel
Assistant Professor of Catholic Studies
University of St. Thomas
St. Paul, MN

There seems to be no end to the books on C.S. Lewis. Whether it is one more biography, a consideration of his apologetic works, or another book on Narnia, nearly innumerable authors have plumbed Lewis and his writings in the hope of drawing upon his wisdom or methods to meet the challenges we face some 50 years after his death. Remarkably, though, Lewis’s political views have not attracted much interest, in large part because there has been a sense that Lewis was, in fact, not interested in politics and had little to say about the subject. As Justin Dyer and Micah Watson suggest in their excellent new book, however, that is a serious mistake. Not only was Lewis interested in what we might think of as ordinary politics, but his apologetic, scholarly, and imaginative works also offered important and interesting claims regarding how natural law relates to democratic politics in a largely secular and morally skeptical social order. Dyer and Watson do us a favor in surveying the full range of Lewis’s writing to show how the body of his work provides a defense of natural law politics.

The notion that Lewis was, by and large, not interested in politics is not unreasonable, given his studied unwillingness to say much publicly about the politics of his day, his expressed public ignorance about current affairs, and the care he took to ensure that he didn’t let his apologetic work get caught up in partisan divides. But Dyer and Watson point out that this picture is at best incomplete, as his private letters reveal a man very much interested in and knowledgeable about the politics of the day. That isn’t to say that Lewis was interested in being a political figure—far from it, but he also wasn’t merely apolitical. What’s more, his full range of works reveal that he had a lot to say about the deep moral, philosophical, and theological foundations of politics, namely the natural law.

Of course, the idea that Lewis accepted and defended the natural law is no surprise. His book *Abolition of Man* is precisely an exposition to those ends. What Dyer and Watson help us see, though, is just how much this defense of the natural law matters to much of the rest of his work. Theories of natural law generally defend the idea that there are aspects to human nature that impose on all of us self-evident moral obligations that we ignore or deride at the cost of what makes us distinctively human. Lewis was not interested in articulating a distinctive theory of natural law but instead showed us the costs—moral, psychological, and political—of our persistent attempts to ignore the inherent implications of our capacity to reason. The corrupt National Institute of Coordinated Experiments (N.I.C.E.) he develops in *That Hideous Strength* is a vivid and focused picture of what Lewis believed would happen when our social and political orders ignore or try to reject
the natural law. We do not become, as N.I.C.E.’s architects hope, scientific masters of our own nature, but rather the mere subjects of others’ technocratic manipulation and domination. It is no small irony, Lewis helps us see, that our modern politics, so dedicated to our liberation from all authorities, ends up profoundly threatening our personal liberty in the name of progress and equality.

It would be a mistake, however, to suppose then that Lewis was “medieval” in his politics, that he would have wanted to return to the 12th century. In what are perhaps the most provocative two chapters in the book, Dyer and Watson argue that Lewis paired his natural law ethic with a concurrent commitment to classical liberalism that was more compatible with Locke and Mill than for example Aquinas. Though he did not share all of these philosophers’ ontological and epistemological suppositions, Lewis’s appreciation for our limits and, indeed, our fallen nature led him to prescribe the kinds of moral projects our political orders should pursue.

We live in a culture that increasingly denies that our human nature carries with it any normative obligations, even as those engaged in morality politics become ever more shrill and unyielding. Christians and others committed to defending the natural law in such an inhospitable environment would do well to consider Lewis again—and Dyer and Watson’s excellent book.

Bryan McGraw
Associate Professor of Politics
Wheaton College
Wheaton, IL


In a “Meditation in a Toolshed,” C.S. Lewis famously notes the difference between looking at a beam of light as it shines through a crack into a darkened toolshed, and looking along it at the things made visible by its light—a view of the world, as it were, from “inside” the illumination. Though Lewis is clearly seeking to correct a “modern” bias which assumes that looking at things from the “outside” is the only way to assess them accurately and truthfully, he ends the brief meditation with this exhortation: “One must look both along and at everything.”

In The Surprising Imagination of C.S. Lewis: An Introduction, Root and Neal strive to do exactly that. In this case, the “beam” which they look at and along is the “imagination” and the various ways that Lewis both understood and employed it in his own writings, fiction and non-fiction alike. As the authors seek to show throughout, the key to understanding the core of Lewis’s
thought and his unmatched capacity for connecting deeply with diverse audiences is to realize that for Lewis the imagination is neither secondary to nor in conflict with reason. Indeed, for Root and Neal, the richness and clarity characteristic of Lewis’s writing is a result of, not a departure from, his deep appreciation and respect for the imagination.

Thus, in an effort to provide a broad lay of the C.S. Lewis landscape, in each chapter the authors focus on a key Lewis text from various genres to begin elucidating twelve distinct kinds (or perhaps dimensions) of the imagination in Lewis’s published writings. The book begins with the “baptized imagination” in his autobiographical work *Surprised by Joy*, and then goes on to explore, for example, the “shared imagination” in *Mere Christianity* (Chapter 2), the “awakened imagination” in *Experiment in Criticism* (Chapter 4), or the “material imagination” in *The Voyage of the Dawn Treader* (Chapter 7). In each chapter, the authors also draw in references from literary, theological, and philosophical influences on C.S. Lewis (both ancient and contemporary) in order to give their own readers a deeper appreciation for both the primary text and the aspect of the imagination being discussed. The book also includes an Appendix of eighteen “additional uses of the imagination identified by Lewis” and an extensive bibliography of both primary and secondary sources.

Root and Neal’s introduction is not the first book to note the centrality of the imagination to Lewis’s work, but it is, I believe, the first to do so with the explicit goal of offering a more expansive appraisal of the imagination as both a gateway and guide to his writings. Readers of *The Surprising Imagination* will no doubt be served well to look “along” this text to begin appreciating not only the variety and nuance of Lewis’s imagination, but also its ultimate coherence—both of which are anchored in Lewis’s Trinitarian conception of creation as it is revealed in the recreation of all things through Christ’s Incarnation. In particular, readers will benefit from the reminders throughout that for Lewis the imagination is not an escape from reality but rather a radical attention to it. This attention is often “iconoclastic” as it unmasks the painful truths about our own willful misapprehensions and distortions of reality. As Root and Neal point out in their conclusion, the imagination’s first and last task is to reconcile us—to our world, to our true selves, and above all to God (194).

Readers looking “at” this book, however, may find themselves longing for a more explicit and precise articulation of what constitutes an act of the “imagination.” Though I appreciate the challenge to expand imagination beyond condescending and reductive conceptions of it as “make-believe” while restricting the discussion to an “introduction,” the imagination in this text is sometimes used merely as a synonym for “worldview” “way of seeing.” Such broad applications can undermine the value of the very distinctions they seek to make. It is not always clear, for instance, whether
the “shared imagination” discussed in Chapter 2 is anything more than “common sense” or “experience” that Lewis shares with his audience and then exploits in order to be rhetorically persuasive.

Such confusion is often exacerbated by a repeated ambiguity about whether Lewis actually identifies the particular forms of the imagination under discussion or whether the authors have created their own designations. Though in either case the terms employed are clearly inspired by a vast reading of all of Lewis’s work, adjectives for the imagination are sometimes conflated with a more formal categorization, sometimes in ways that are unnecessarily misleading. For example, both the general introduction and Chapter 9 present the “generous imagination” as a negative form because “it invites us first to reify, then to personify, finally to deify” (xviii, 123). In this quotation from Lewis’s Studies in Words, however, the pronoun “it” clearly refers to a particular account of science and evolution, though earlier he says a “generous imagination” will likely be moved (and, I think, understandably so for Lewis) by the story it seeks to tell. In this case, creating a new term outright (such as the “embellishing imagination”) would more accurately reflect the discussion and avoid not only misattribution but the effort of having to explain why “generous” in this case is actually a negative word, when in fact what characterizes almost every other instance of the imagination is an openness to receive a reality that is other and beyond one’s own immediate perception. Another example of an uncertain connection between label and primary text (and perhaps a vestige of late revisions to the overarching scheme) appears in a discrepancy between the introduction’s description of the final chapter on Lewis’s poetry as an example of the “compelled imagination” and the actual chapter’s presentation of it as the “absorbing imagination.”

Such confusions aside, The Surprising Imagination of C.S. Lewis offers its readers a view from “inside” Lewis’s remarkably vibrant and expansive imagination. And Lewis fans, both old and new, will find ample opportunities to return to his work with new questions and a renewed appreciation for the vision he makes possible.

Daniel Train
Duke Initiatives in Theology and the Arts
Durham, NC

“Tolkien in Context,” the heading of the first subsection of Leslie A. Donovan’s *Approaches to Teaching Tolkien’s The Lord of the Rings and Other Works*, highlights the main strength of this edited collection. The book will help teachers situate Tolkien’s writings in their scholarly, historical, cultural, and literary contexts; and it provides suggestions for exploring how his stories of Middle-earth have been received by and adapted to different audiences. The collection also addresses instructors working in a variety of classroom environments. It will be useful in preparing for discussions and lectures; creating survey, seminar, team-taught, and online courses; and designing classroom activities, assignments, and exams. Furthermore, Donovan has made an attempt to include pieces that speak to different academic disciplines. Contributors discuss Tolkien’s works in relation to literature, linguistics, history, philosophy, religious studies, and sustainability studies. The volume is, in short, noteworthy for its breadth.

I finished the book with a long list of texts to weave into my Christianity and Fantasy course. In future versions of the course, I will be able to incorporate more passages from Tolkien’s letters into class discussions, assign relevant portions of *The Silmarillion* and *The History of Middle-earth* alongside *The Lord of the Rings*, and examine with students “how adaptations of [Tolkien’s] work subsequently formed the basis of the modern genre of fantasy in books and film” (Ford and Reid 214). I also found *Approaches* to be helpful in describing how Tolkien’s fiction relates both to the medieval period (and Victorian medievalism) and to modernism (and with it, events surrounding World War I) (Donovan 7-8; Felsen 99; Ford and Reid 214; Schroeder 126-136; Smol 193-196). To navigate the medieval and modern aspects of Middle-earth with my students, I now plan to focus on Tolkien’s concept of heroism—an approach recommended by several of the volume’s contributors. Instructors interested in this approach should start by reading Liam Felsen’s reflections on the “Anglo-Saxon heroic code and its relation to the *comitatus*” (98) and Jane Chance’s observations about the importance of the “antiheroic hero” in Tolkien’s writings (56). Such chapters will, I believe, inspire pedagogical confidence and innovation among those who teach, or are keen to teach, Tolkien.

Despite all that the book offers to readers, I wanted more from the section devoted to interdisciplinary courses. Missing here—and largely absent from the collection as a whole—are descriptions of creative writing courses and courses in the performing and visual arts. This is not to say that *Approaches* does not contain any reflections on creative writing, music composition, or filmmaking; however, throughout much of the collection, students are posi-
tioned not as artists but as readers, critics, and researchers. While there are a few exceptions to this point (Stacey 85-86; Vitullo and Jensen 212), most of the teachers in this volume focus on analyzing and interpreting creative works, not on making them. Enchantment is primarily Tolkien’s power to wield.

This critique is a minor one, given all that the collection does—and does well. In addition to the strengths noted above, the book provides support to instructors confronted with questions about the value of courses on fantasy literature in general and on Tolkien’s writings in particular. Taken together, contributors make a convincing argument that studying such writings is a worthwhile educational endeavor, deeply relevant to the lives of students. I especially appreciated how Nancy Enright and Anna Smol address this issue in their classes. Enright, who concludes her chapter by highlighting connections between *The Lord of the Rings* and Tracy Kidder’s *Mountains Beyond Mountains*, invites her students “to consider how texts like Tolkien’s, in a religious context, can serve as models and perhaps even catalysts for engaging the world morally and spiritually” (176). And Smol unpacks Ted Sandyman and Samwise Gamgee’s debate in *The Fellowship of the Ring*, noting, “Ted boisterously proclaims a belief only in what he can see with his own eyes….In contrast, Sam puts his faith in, and is moved deeply by, old legends” (194). She then adds, “The narrative proves Sam right, of course: Elves and other strange creatures do exist in his world, and what seems like fantasy becomes reality in this narrative. The old stories prove repeatedly in Tolkien’s work that they convey valuable truths” (194).

What I appreciated most about the volume, though, is that its arguments about the value of studying Tolkien are never detached from delight. This does not mean that the authors shy away from critical readings or ignore problematic aspects of Tolkien’s writings: the book directly addresses what Michael D.C. Drout calls “the hard parts of Tolkien” (231). However, all of the contributors clearly love Tolkien’s works and enjoy teaching them. Such enjoyment is contagious, and I find that I am more excited than ever to return to Middle-earth with my students next semester.

JAMES BEITLER
Assistant Professor of English
Wheaton College
Wheaton, IL

Who, exactly, was Charles Williams? With curiosity piqued by the barest outlines of his biography, casual readers, students, and scholars have sought, with varying degrees of seriousness, an answer to this question, over the seventy-plus years since Williams’s death. And I freely admit: I have spent more than four decades—my entire adult life—in reading, study, and academic inquiry, looking for an answer myself.

Viewed through the lens of what might be considered to constitute success in England around the turn of the twentieth century, the life of Charles Williams (1886-1945) was disadvantaged. He lacked the material benefits afforded by inherited family wealth, a university education, and aristocratic friends. Poor eyesight and a frail constitution kept him from military service in World War I. With no family connections to rely upon, his entry-level start at the Oxford University Press came through the good offices of a friend who already worked there, and for most of his life, Williams was chronically short of money. Not a terribly auspicious set of core circumstances.

Even so, by the end of his life, this largely self-educated man had accumulated a vast oeuvre of published writings: introductions to collected editions of the works of a number of authors, living and dead; short reviews of popular works of detective fiction; seven “supernatural” novels; biographies of historical personages; popular histories; theological studies; literary criticism and history; plays intended for amateur theatricals; and the genre for which he himself most wanted to be remembered, poetry. Williams also left behind a corpus of unpublished writings, which consist primarily of letters to colleagues, family members, friends, and friends-who-were-more-than-friends (usually female, mostly far younger than himself). Surely, we might think, somewhere in the midst of all of these words, public and private, there must be something to reveal who Charles Williams really was! Is there? Well, maybe.

Charles Williams was a fiendishly-complex human being. Small wonder that numerous friends and students and scholars who have attempted to learn who he was, among all of these words and circumstances, have come up short.

When I was engaged in the work that eventually comprised my doctoral dissertation, *Under the Mercy: The Doctrine of the Atonement in the Novels and Theological Works of Charles Williams* (1886-1945) [Drew University, 1993], I learned through correspondence with several of Williams’s surviving friends and co-workers that the Bodleian Library of Oxford University held a treasure-trove of original source materials. However, some of these materials were in files that were to be kept locked up, sealed, inaccessible to scholars until specific numbers of years following their donors’ deaths.
Undeterred, and with a youthful and undiplomatic pig-headed-ness I now find embarrassing to recall, I tried to gain the permission of one of these donors either to meet personally with her, or to be allowed to read her papers at the Bodleian—requests that were summarily denied. Fortunately, there were enough unrestricted primary-source materials available to me in the Western Manuscripts Collection at the Bodleian, to which I had access during two trips to Oxford (1987 and 1992), along with published materials, to allow me to complete my dissertation. Even though I was, at the time of my defense in 1993, arguably the most knowledgeable person in the world on the subject of my dissertation, I could not claim to have made any large advances toward finding out who Charles Williams really was.

Fast-forward to 2015, when the Oxford University Press brought out *Charles Williams: The Third Inkling*, by Grevel Lindop. Much to my delight—and hopefully the delight of those who encounter this book—the author has had access to those restricted private papers at the Bodleian, along with other sources previously unavailable for study. Lindop dates the beginning of this vast project to 1998, after conversations with Anne Ridler, a former student and co-worker of Williams who was, like Lindop himself, a poet. The Acknowledgment section reads like a “Who’s Who” among survivors of Charles Williams. Dozens of individuals allowed Lindop access to their correspondence with Charles Williams; a number of those who had known Williams personally permitted Lindop to record his conversations with them and patiently assisted his research as the documents raised fresh issues. Among the many providing assistance were the staff of the Marion E. Wade Center at Wheaton College. The Wade Center also awarded Lindop a Clyde S. Kilby Research Grant, to assist him in meeting the expenses associated with conducting research there. The sheer number of those involved in this project shows that Lindop has made a very serious effort to have as broad a knowledge-base as possible from which to draw information. The numbers also lend an authoritative voice to the finished project—as if to say that Lindop has done his homework, and then some, to discover who Charles Williams was.

Grevel Lindop is, like Williams himself, a man of diverse interests and talents, although their outward background and circumstances differ significantly. Lindop read English at Oxford University and did post-graduate research at Wadham and Wolfson Colleges in Oxford. His published works include collections of poetry and *A Literary Guide to the Lake District*. He has, in *The Third Inkling*, created a vast and magisterial study that is eminently equal to the task of presenting a narrative that balances the inherent contradictions found in the life of Charles Williams, with the achievements that form Williams’s literary legacy.

And contradictions abound. To cite just a few examples: Charles Williams was a life-long, active lay communicant of the Church of England,
but he was also part of a secret quasi-religious order whose ritual paraphernalia he retained in his office long after he ceased active membership. Though without academic credentials himself, Williams became a popular lecturer in English language and literature to Oxford undergraduates during World War II. After working out what he called a Theology of Romantic Love, describing the mystical union that exists between Christ and the church within the context of human love, Williams was involved in very strange relationships with women who were not his wife. Contradictions abound.

Other reviewers in other publications have spoken to Lindop’s analysis of Williams’s Arthurian poetry as being the most original contribution The Third Inkling brings to scholarship. However, I was particularly interested in Lindop’s treatment of Williams’s novels and theological works, as these reveal Williams’s Doctrine of Substituted Love—incorporating what I have argued to be his unique three-tiered configuration of the classical Doctrine of the Atonement: Co-Inherence, Exchange, and Substitution. Urged by friends to put this doctrine into practical use, Williams created a group known as the Companions of the Co-Inherence. The fact that the Companions of the Co-inherence was founded just prior to England’s entry into World War II is a highly original response on Williams’s part to the vast uncertainties of political turmoil. In examining this group, Lindop’s careful work-by-work descriptions of Williams’s writings help to draw the sometimes fragmented, sometimes poorly written, but always unique, corpus together into a whole that reveals the development of a highly original polymath’s understanding of classical Christian theology.

If Charles Williams is the Third Inkling, then C.S. Lewis and J.R.R. Tolkien are the First and Second Inklings. Lindop discusses at some length the relationships that grew among them during the war years in Oxford. While he covers much the same ground as do Philip Zaleski and Carol Zaleski in their detailed study, The Fellowship, also published in 2015, Lindop’s primary focus throughout is Williams himself. The narrative Lindop weaves is not directed upon how much light Williams may have reflected from these more famous authors, but rather, how the three of them found ways to enlighten one another. Lindop makes a convincing case that it is time to allow Inkling #3 to emerge from behind the shadows of Inklings #1 and #2. Charles Williams has much to offer as a singular and formidable voice of twentieth-century thought, in and of himself.

So: Who was Charles Williams? Grevel Lindop uncovers a wealth of clues pointing toward ways to answer that question, arising from his own quest to discover and understand the disparate fragments that somehow make up the whole of Williams’s life and work. Speaking out of my personal search for Charles Williams, in the end, I have come to believe that how the individual reader answers that fundamental question for him or herself is
as much a reflection of that individual’s pilgrimage in faith as it is an accumulation of facts and critical analysis. I stand in awe of the achievement this book represents. I cannot thank Grevel Lindop enough for accepting the challenge of writing *The Third Inkling* and tracing, insofar as possible, the life of this admittedly strange and incontestably gifted man. Lindop has written what will surely stand as *the* biography of record of Charles Walter Stansby Williams.

**Rev. Nancy E. Topolewski (Ph.D., Drew University, 1993)**
United Methodist Minister and Independent Scholar
East Lempster, New Hampshire

**Book Notes**

*Inklings*


*Baptism of Fire: The Birth of the Modern British Fantastic in World War I* examines the impact that the Great War had on the fantasy genre. This collection of 17 essays is edited by Janet Brennan Croft, and contributors include Tolkien experts Peter Grybauskas, Philip Irving Mitchell, and Shandi Stevenson in addition to literary and First World War scholars unfamiliar to fantasy readers. The inclusion of an essay written by a military officer provides further fresh perspective. Five of the articles are from the archives of *Mythlore*; the other 12 are new additions to the growing field of World War I literary studies. The first six essays focus on Tolkien, tracing the influence of the Great War in the persistent physical effects of Frodo’s trauma, the human body’s value after serious injury in Turin Turambar, and the shifting paradigm of heroism in Tolkien’s major characters. C.S. Lewis, Owen Barfield, and G.K. Chesterton are included in the subsequent 6 essays, in addition to four other authors in the final five essays. Topics range from the genre of alternative history after the war to the use of fantasy to critique the patriarchal norms in the same period.


Almost ten years after her influential book *The Company They Keep*, Diana Pavlac Glyer’s new book frames her research for the general reader. Glyer has spent more than 40 years researching the Inklings community. Bandersnatch...
snatch shows the dependence of the Inklings on one another and argues that none of them could have accomplished their work alone. Though she focuses on Lewis and Tolkien, Glyer also studies the writing habits of other Inklings like Charles Williams, Warren Lewis, Christopher Tolkien, Owen Barfield, and Hugo Dyson. She describes the meetings, the interactions outside of the more formal gatherings, and the friendships between these writers. The Inklings embody Glyer’s view that no genius can take place in isolation. Bandersnatch is an inspiration for anyone whose creativity is sparked by the Inklings and who wants to emulate their community of writing.

Lewis


C.S. Lewis was honored with a memorial stone in Poets’ Corner at Westminster Abbey in 2013 on the fiftieth anniversary of his death. The essays and talks in this volume are gathered from the commemorations held in Westminster Abbey, and at Oxford and Cambridge where Lewis taught. C.S. Lewis at Poets’ Corner includes thoughts from Alister McGrath, Malcolm Guite, Rowan Williams, Acton Bell, Helen Cooper, William Lane Craig, Paul Mealor, Jeanette Sears, Holly Ordway, Sarah Clarkson, Ad Putter, Stephen Logan, Stephen Prickett, and Walter Hooper, with a foreword by Canon Vernon White. Also included is the order of service for the dedication of the memorial to C.S. Lewis.


This collection of short essays on gender in Lewis’s life and writing explores the accusation made by Philip Pullman and others that Lewis was sexist, even misogynistic. The book examines the women in Lewis’s life, his portrayal of female characters, and his influence on women today, with the purpose of seriously considering the truth of this accusation. Alister McGrath considers the lack of women in the Inklings, noting that “prudence and misogyny should not be confused” in a time when it wasn’t appropriate for married men to meet socially in a group including women. Devin Brown discusses the “problem of Susan” in The Last Battle, responding to comments by Philip Pullman, J.K. Rowling, and Neil Gaiman, among others. Characters like Tinidril in Perelandra, Jane Studdock in That Hideous Strength, and Orual in Till We Have Faces are addressed by Steven Elmore and Andrew Lazo. Other writers include Lyle W. Dorsett, Don W. King, Crystal L. Downing, Colin Duriez, Monika B. Hilder, Jeanette Sears, Kathy Keller, Michael Ward, Randy Alcorn, and John Stonestreet.

Armstrong seeks to broaden the contemporary evangelical worldview by showing how C.S. Lewis valued the way Christians of the Middle Ages daily lived their faith. Armstrong uses Lewis and other thinkers to shed light on this neglected period of Christian history. He argues that medieval Christians understood community as a necessity and saw God using the material world to point to spiritual realities. *VII* readers will find this in-depth book remarkably approachable.


In this book, Goetz asserts that what made Lewis such a poignant writer was his philosophy on happiness, pleasure, and the human soul. Goetz goes further to propose that it was Lewis’s philosophies—in contrast to the views of Thomas Aquinas on these matters—that kept him within the Anglican fold. Many readers of Lewis have likely never asked themselves why he didn’t become a Roman Catholic, unless they are Catholic. Goetz reiterates that it is Lewis’s belief that pleasure is an intrinsic good that grounded him within Protestantism.


Recipient of the 2011 Clyde S. Kilby Research Grant from the Wade Center, Dr. Monika Hilder enters into the wide conversation considering the question, “Is C.S. Lewis sexist, or even misogynistic?” Challenging the views held by many that Lewis was either a “product of his time” or downright misogynistic in his portrayal of women, Hilder argues that Lewis in fact challenges our own sexism in his portrayal of heroes. Classical heroes have very masculine traits, and the “strong female character” of our time also has these masculine traits that make her heroic. Hilder shows how Lewis highlights feminine traits as heroic both in his male and female characters. This “feminine” heroism gives a fuller picture of humanity created male and female by God, as opposed to our cultural understanding of masculine and feminine.


Dr. Monika Hilder continues her analysis of gender in Lewis’s work by considering his Cosmic Trilogy: *Out of the Silent Planet, Perelandra,* and *That Hideous Strength.* Hilder “avoids the all-too-common temptations either to
blindly canonize Lewis on the one hand or to blindly castigate him on the other,” as Matthew Dickerson says in the Preface. Lewis’s view of gender is highly nuanced and informed by his understanding of faith and God rather than by his culture, and certainly not by our culture today. The discussion of “feminine spiritual heroism” versus “masculine classical heroism” continues in Lewis’s portrayal of the perfection in Perelandra and Malacandra and the perversion in our own world of That Hideous Strength. Hilder describes Lewis’s idea of mutual submission and interdependence as a “dance” that is ultimately freeing when found in Christ.

Monika B. Hilder, Surprised by the Feminine: A Rereading of C.S. Lewis and Gender. (New York: Peter Lang Publishing, 2013), $82.95 (hardcover).
The final volume in Hilder’s series, Surprised by the Feminine considers gender throughout Lewis’s life, including Dymer, The Pilgrim’s Regress, The Screwtape Letters, The Great Divorce, and Till We Have Faces. Hilder seeks to answer the question, “How did Jack Lewis challenge, and possibly repair, Western cultural and epistemological chauvinism? What might he have achieved in gender discourse so that, whether we agree or disagree with him, he leaves us changed?” (150-51). She argues that Lewis has a theological and spiritual feminism that challenges our cultural idea of a classical masculine hero. Hilder claims that simply because Lewis does not match our postmodern idea of gender equality and feminism, it doesn’t mean Lewis must have conformed to the Edwardian sexism of his day. Instead, Lewis’s portrayal of gender offers an “organic” theology of life in relation to God.

This comprehensive study of Joy Davidman follows Don W. King’s A Naked Tree, the first complete collection of Davidman’s poetry, and seeks to draw her away from the shadow of her husband, C.S. Lewis. In doing so, King is able to better explore Davidman’s often-obscured literary significance. Yet One More Spring comes from the unearthing of unpublished letters from Davidman (housed at the Wade Center at Wheaton College), and from these looks to highlight her journey from secular Judaism to atheism, to Communism, and finally to Christianity. This chronological study provides the reader with a more nuanced view of how her writing developed and how each of these personal movements honed a striking and unforgettable voice in her poetry.

Alister E. McGrath, The Intellectual World of C.S. Lewis. (Chichester: Wiley-Blackwell, 2014), $57.00 (hardcover).
To mark the fiftieth anniversary of Lewis’s death, Alister McGrath has published two volumes on the great Christian apologist, writer, and amateur
theologian. *The Intellectual World of C.S. Lewis* is the second of these works and is comprised of eight essays written by McGrath. As a complement to the first volume, a biography titled *C.S. Lewis: A Life*, the essays draw on biographical research to situate Lewis’s intellectual development in the historical context of mid-twentieth century Britain. For example, the second essay delves into the prevailing philosophical values circulating Oxford in the 1920s, how Lewis adopted and adapted them, and the influence these philosophies had on his conversion to theism. The essays also examine the development of methods and themes Lewis utilized in his fiction and apologetics. The fifth essay studies Lewis’s argument from design, how history influenced it, and the place it takes in Lewis’s apologetic method. With new and corrective insights, McGrath’s work deepens and contextualizes scholarly understanding of the mind and method of C.S. Lewis.

**James W. Menzies, True Myth: C.S. Lewis and Joseph Campbell on the Veracity of Christianity.** (Cambridge: The Lutterworth Press, 2014), $32.00 (paperback).
Drawing together two of the 20th century’s leading mythologists, James Menzies examines C.S. Lewis and Joseph Campbell’s differing beliefs on the role of myth in faith. Both Lewis and Campbell highly valued myth and saw it as essential to faith in Christ. Lewis saw Christianity as the fulfillment of myths, but Campbell saw Christianity as a non-literal, symbolic myth. Menzies traces the history of myth and how societies have used myths to make sense of the world. He then compares Lewis’s and Campbell’s perspectives and how they apply to a postmodern world. Menzies argues that Lewis and Campbell shared an understanding of Christianity early in life, but Lewis later came to view mythology from a Christian perspective. However, Campbell retained his view of Christianity through the lens of mythology throughout his life. Menzies considers the implications of myth and faith on ethics, culture, art, history, and media in order to answer the question, “What does it mean to be human in an age of advanced technology?”

This companion and study guide from William O’Flaherty succinctly provides a resource for readers of *The Screwtape Letters*. Readers will appreciate O’Flaherty’s orderliness as well as his apt and nuanced description of the relevant terms strewn throughout *The Screwtape Letters*. The companion portion contains a glossary of terms, while the study guide operates in a question-and-answer format working through all the letters sequentially. Within the companion portion are questions that can be answered individually and within discussion groups, adding to the value of this book.
This collection of essays from Nancy-Lou Patterson addresses the thematic and constructive elements behind the writings of C.S. Lewis. A critical work which examines the nuances behind the world that Lewis created, Patterson looks to reveal the preliminary intimations and inspirations for what he would eventually write. VII readers will find this first volume helpful as it provides background on Arthurian and Biblical themes, thoughts on hierarchy, and the feminine principle in Lewis’s works. The editors of the collection, Emily E. Auger and Janet Brennan Croft, place each paper within a constructive and coherent framework.

This second volume of papers from Nancy-Lou Patterson looks to elaborate upon the themes of travel, place, and transformation. These interwoven themes provide movement and resolution within the works of C.S. Lewis and also express deeper truths through their own mythology. VII readers will find the use of archetypes by Lewis to be interesting in addressing characterization and portrayal.

Kyoko Yuasa proposes that Lewis was a harbinger of post-modernism who reacted against the complex modernistic categorizing which relegated mythology and fantasy to a lower strata of literature and which numbed people to meaning. Yuasa illustrates Lewis’s reconstruction of medieval and pre-modern mythology and how this relates to the fruition of post-modern thought. This scholarly work is approachable and is worth reading for those who would like to better understand the facets of postmodern culture in our day and how C.S. Lewis related and worked through it in his time.

Tolkien

Tolkien himself identified death and immortality as central themes in his mythology. However, few have attempted an in-depth study of these themes until now. Published by Walking Tree Publishers as part of their Comarë series, this collection of essays studies the place of death in Tolkien’s legend-
arium. Populated partially by immortal beings, death has many different meanings for the different characters in Tolkien’s myth. This collection is also noteworthy in that Italy, which is where the collection originated, has been home to few critical Tolkien works despite the many Tolkien fans in Italy. The contributors to this work are Tolkien scholars from universities across Italy. They discuss topics such as the role that Tolkien’s own experiences with death played in his fiction and provide a comparison of the different treatments of pain and death for elves and men. This compilation of essays plays an important role in Italian Tolkien scholarship and fills a void in the larger Tolkien world.


As the 34th entry in their Comarë series, Walking Tree Publishers offers *Representations of Nature in Middle-earth*, a series of essays that focuses on environmental themes in Tolkien’s works. In the nine essays, the races of Middle-earth with a love for growing things, like the Elves and Hobbits, are examined. However, those with a more utilitarian view of nature, such as the Dwarves, are also taken into consideration. Tolkien’s own approaches to nature are analyzed in his characters, and parallels are drawn between the environmental themes of Middle-earth and the ecological struggles of the 21st century. Although analogies have often been drawn between the mechanization of Western Europe in the early 20th century and Tolkien’s work, these essays analyze various new ecological aspects of the legendarium.


Devin Brown’s *Hobbit Lessons* offers an easy-to-understand, allegorical interpretation of *The Hobbit* and *The Lord of the Rings*. Brown uncovers the messages behind Tolkien’s stories and lays them out for the modern reader, complete with succinct end-of-chapter summaries and life application questions. From the importance of virtues like hospitality and stewardship to
the danger of greed, Brown shows how Tolkien fantasy stories can be used as a way to show a virtuous life. Throughout the analysis, Brown asks the reader what kinds of “adventures” or “rings of power” exist in their lives, prompting self-reflection.


Anne Marie Gazzolo provides readers with a background on the interwoven themes of grace and spiritual warfare in *The Lord of the Rings*. In this book, Gazzolo shows how the desires and fears which every person must struggle through are exemplified in the characters and actions of *The Lord of the Rings*. Readers will appreciate the relatability of Gazollo’s characterization and will come away with a deeper understanding of the character growth displayed in *The Lord of the Rings*.

**Christopher MacLachlan,** *Tolkien and Wagner: The Ring and Der Ring.* (Switzerland: Walking Tree Publishers, 2012), $24.30 (paperback).

When similarities were drawn between *The Lord of the Rings* and Wagner’s *Der Ring des Nibelungen*, Tolkien said: “Both rings were round, and there the resemblance ceases.” This retort, among others, has shaped criticism of Tolkien, steering analysis away from comparing Tolkien to anything that came before. Christopher MacLachlan discusses the similarities between Tolkien and Wagner, showing deeper mythological significance in the roles of Gandalf and Gollum when compared to Wagner’s Wotan and Alberich. This book takes the surface-level similarities and expands upon them, looking at magic rings, power, death, and leadership in both. MacLachlan then argues that Tolkien’s mythological debt to Wagner does not make *Lord of the Rings* any less of a major work of literature.


Michael Muhling is a life-long Tolkien fan and student of Ethiopia who proposes a connection between the East African nation of Abyssinia (Ethiopia) and Tolkien’s epic myth. Muhling is unknown in the field of Tolkien scholarship, but his argument conveys his familiarity with Tolkien’s life and inspirations. The book acknowledges traditional explanations for the creative genesis of Tolkien’s work, such as *Beowulf*, Wagner’s operas, and his own experiences in the Great War. His contribution, however, is novel. Muhling was first clued into the possible connections between Middle-earth and Abyssinia because of the similarity of names. Gondar and Roha, for example, were the names of fortresses and cities in ancient Abyssinia. His interest piqued by these surface parallels, he dug deeper, eventually postulating that Abyssinia was an inspiration for Middle-earth. Linguistic
parallels aside, Muhling admits that his argument seems unlikely to the modern Western reader to whom Ethiopia and its historical empire are all but unknown. However, the Italian invasion of Abyssinia prior to World War II brought the African nation to Great Britain’s attention, and almost certainly to the ears of the Oxford professor. The author demonstrates his knowledge of Abyssinian history as well, drawing comparisons between the political histories of Abyssinia and Middle-earth, particularly Númenor. The resemblance between Middle-earth and Abyssinia, physically, historically, and linguistically, is striking, and the author provides images to support his theory.


In the 1930s, Tolkien gave a talk to the Johnson Society about his work on inventing languages. The talk, “A Secret Vice,” was edited by Christopher Tolkien for the collection *The Monsters and the Critics and Other Essays* and is now printed in this volume. Also included in this book are Tolkien’s notes, including “Essay on Phonetic Symbolism,” published here for the first time. In “A Secret Vice,” Tolkien describes the process of language-making with examples from his childhood and later work. He explains language-creation as an art, not merely a utilitarian endeavor (as with Esperanto and similar languages). An invented language is tied both to the creator’s personal preferences and to a mythology—because language does not exist in a vacuum. This essay, along with “On Fairy Stories,” forms a picture of how Tolkien thought about fantasy and creating stories in fantastic worlds.


In this volume, Tolkien’s *The Story of Kullervo* is published for the first time along with analysis and commentary by Verlyn Flieger, professor emerita at the University of Maryland. Tolkien wrote this retelling of the Finnish *Kalevala* in his early twenties. Similarly to his later version of *Sigurd and Gudrún*, *The Story of Kullervo* smooths out the inconsistencies and fills in the gaps in the original myths. *The Story of Kullervo* is unfinished but Tolkien’s notes on how he planned to write the ending are included. Flieger has written notes on Tolkien’s manuscript, providing clarification and historical context for readers unfamiliar with Finnish myth. Also included are two versions of a lecture Tolkien gave on the *Kalevala* and Flieger’s own thoughts on the significance of the *Kalevala* and *Kullervo* to Tolkien’s growth as a writer and mythologist. In her essay, Flieger outlines how *The Story of Kullervo* is an essential piece to Tolkien’s development of *The Silmarillion*. She describes it as a missing piece between Tolkien’s exposure to Finnish myth and the story
of Túrin Turambar. She traces the links between the *Kalevala*, *Kullervo* as Tolkien wrote him, and the more psychologically complex Túrin. *The Story of Kullervo* provides more depth to the history of Tolkien’s mythology and the development of *The Silmarillion*.


Scholar of Jewish Studies and Jewish-Christian dialogue, Dr. Alana Vincent critiques Michael Weingrad’s claim (made in a Spring 2010 essay in the *Jewish Review of Books*) that “because fantasy literature has its roots in (Christian) Victorian nostalgia for the (Christian) Age of Chivalry, any work of literature purporting to be fantasy written by a Jewish author necessarily fails at being either proper fantasy or properly Jewish” (56). In her discussion of this issue, Vincent considers J.R.R. Tolkien’s *Lord of the Rings* as it is the beginning of modern fantasy. Looking at the Catholic culture Tolkien was part of, Vincent explores the themes of recovery and enchantment in *Lord of the Rings* and how they relate to literature and religion as cultural structures. Vincent brings in the work of Jewish fantasy authors, specifically Lev Grossman’s *The Magicians* series. The Grossman series is itself a critique of C.S. Lewis’s *Narnia* books. Vincent brings Tolkien’s differing views on magic and enchantment into the conversation between Grossman and Lewis, examining the complexities of Jewish and Christian fantasy.